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Abstract 
In this paper we give a combinatorial description of the languages that are both locally and 
piecewise testable. We call such languages over testable. The locally testable semigroups were 
discovered in the study of finite automata. The definition of locally testable semigroup is similar 
to that of locally testable language. If we consider words over the alphabet which is the set 
of all elements of a semigroup S, then such a word determines an element of S: the product 
of the letters of the word. A semigroup S is locally testable if whenever two words over the 
alphabet S have the same factors of a fixed length k and the same prefix and suffix of length 
k - 1, then the products of the letters of these words are equal. A natural extension of locally 
testable semigroups is obtained by dropping the condition about the prefix and suffix. We call 
such semigroups strongly locally testable. We prove in this paper that the family of strongly 
locally testable semigroups is exactly the intersection of the variety of locally idempotent and 
commutative semigroups and that of j-trivial semigroups. In particular, a language is over 
testable if and only if its syntactic semigroup is strongly locally testable. We use this algebraic 
characterization to derive a simple family of generators for the variety of over testable languages. 
1. Introduction 
The object of this paper is the study of the languages belonging simultaneously to 
two important classes of recognizable languages: the locally testable and the piecewise 
testable languages. We call such languages over testable. Our main results are an 
algebraic haracterization f the associated class of finite semigroups and the description 
of a simple family of generators for the class of over testable languages. 
A language L is locally testable if one can decide the membership of a word in L by 
considering only the set of factors of a fixed length k of the word and its prefix and 
suffix of length k - 1. Brzozowski and Simon [ 1 l] and McNaughton [151 discovered 
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that a language is locally testable if and only if its syntactic semigroup is locally 
idempotent and locally commutative. 
McNaughton [ 151 and Zalcstein [22] introduced the concept of locally testable semi- 
group. If we consider words over the alphabet which is the set of all elements of a 
semigroup S, then such a word determines an element of S: the product of the letters 
of the word. A semigroup S is locally testable if whenever two words over the alphabet 
S have the same factors of a fixed length k and the same prefix and suffix of length 
k - 1, then the products determined by these words are equal. Also in [22], Zalcstein 
proved that a language is locally testable if and only if its syntactic semigroup is locally 
testable. 
A natural extension of locally testable languages and semigroups is obtained by 
dropping the condition about the prefix and suffix: a language L is strongly locally 
testable if the membership of a word in L depends only on its set of factors of a 
fixed length. Analogously a semigroup S is strongly locally testable if two words 
over the alphabet S having the same set of factors of a fixed length k determine the 
same product. The syntactic characterization of the family of strongly locally testable 
languages is due to Beauquier and Pin [9]. However, in contrast with the locally testable 
case, it is not true that a language is strongly locally testable if and only if its syntactic 
semigroup is strongly locally testable. 
A language L is piecewise testable if the membership of a word w in L is determined 
by the set of subwords of length at most k, for some fixed k, which occur in w. This 
definition is similar to that of strongly locally testable languages. The only difference 
is the substitution of “factor” by “subword”. Simon [20] proved that a language is 
piecewise testable if and only if its syntactic semigroup is y-trivial. 
The algebraic characterizations of piecewise testable languages and of locally testable 
languages are instances of the one-to-one correspondence established by Eilenberg be- 
tween certain classes of recognizable languages (the variety of languages) and certain 
classes of finite semigroups (the variety of semigroups): thus the classes of locally 
testable languages and of piecewise testable languages form varieties of languages, 
corresponding respectively to the variety of locally idempotent and commutative semi- 
groups and of $-trivial semigroups. The class of over testable languages, being the 
intersection of two varieties of languages, is also a variety of languages. Surprisingly, 
the family of strongly locally testable languages is not a variety of languages while 
the family of strongly locally testable semigroups is a variety of semigroups. So the 
concept of strongly locally testable languages is different from that of strongly locally 
testable semigroups. In particular, the over testable languages form the variety which 
corresponds to the variety of strongly locally testable semigroups. We prove in this 
paper that the variety of strongly locally testable semigroups is exactly the intersec- 
tion of the variety of locally idempotent and locally commutative semigroups and that 
of $-trivial semigroups. In particular, the over testable languages form the variety of 
languages associated with the variety of strongly locally testable semigroups. Next we 
use this algebraic characterization to derive a combinatorial description of the over 
testable languages. Membership in these languages is determined both by subwords 
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and by factors, which seems to lead to a very intricate description. Our main result 
states however that the boolean algebra of all over testable languages over the alpha- 
bet A is generated by a rather simple family of languages: the languages of the form 
us@, . . . B,+u,, where n z 0, the ui are words over A, the B; are nonempty, mutually 
disjoint subsets of A, and where the last letter of ui_1 and the first letter of Ui do not 
belong to Bi. Note that this result connects with a number of descriptions of varieties 
of languages involving languages of the form u&ui . . .B,fu, with various conditions 
on the words ui and the subsets Bi of A (e.g. piecewise testable languages [20], 9- 
trivial languages [12], doth-depth two languages [17], Ash, Hall and Pin’s result on 
commuting idempotents [8], etc.). 
For the solution we combine algebraic notions (the theory of implicit operations 
on a variety of semigroups) with combinatorial considerations (De Bruijn graphs and 
combinatorics on words) and techniques from the theory of rewriting systems. The 
theory of implicit operations, introduced by Reiterman [ 181 and developed by Almeida 
[l-5] (see also [6,7,21,24]), is a useful tool for solving some questions about varieties 
of finite semigroups. One can associate to a given variety of semigroups V and to a 
given alphabet A, a topological semigroup, denoted by PA. The semigroup FAA(V) 
plays the role of the free object for the variety on the alphabet A, in a certain sense. 
Moreover, the family of languages on A+ associated to V is characterized by the 
topological structure of FAA(V). 
In Section 2 we recall the main definitions and properties of varieties of semigroups 
and languages, and we consider a congruence which defines the class of over testable 
languages. In Section 3 we characterize the variety SLT of strongly locally testable 
semigroups. Section 4 is devoted to the solution of the word problem in the free 
objects of a family of subvarieties of SLT whose union is SLT. In Section 5 we 
recall the definition and the basic properties of the implicit operations on a variety of 
semigroups and we describe the implicit operations on the variety SLT. Finally, in 
Section 6 we prove the announced result on the combinatorial characterization of over 
testable languages. 
2. Preliminaries 
We first review basic definitions on words, languages and semigroups. For further 
details, the reader is referred to [ 161. 
2.1. Words 
Let A be a finite alphabet. We denote by A* the set of words over A and by Af 
the set of nonempty words over A. Let u E A+ and let k B 1. Then we denote by 
Upk, Usk, UIk the prefix of u, its suffix and the set of all its faCtOrS of length k. We 
denote by (u)c the set of letters of u and by (~1 the length of u. 
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A word v = al . . . a,,, aj E A, is said to be a subword of w E A+ if w = woalwl . . . a,w, 
for some ~0,. . . , w, E A’. The empty word is a subword of all words on A. 
We denote by Ask (A’) th e set of words on A having length at least k (exactly k). 
2.2. Finite semigroups 
Unless otherwise indicated, all semigroups considered in this paper are either free 
or finite. 
An element e of a semigroup S is idempotent if e2 = e. We denote by E(S) the set 
of idempotents of S. A semigroup S is idempotent if S = E(S). 
Let S be a finite semigroup and let x be an element of S. Then, there exists a unique 
idempotent of S which is a power of x, it is denoted by x0. 
A local submonoid of a finite semigroup S is a subsemigroup of the form eSe, 
e E E(S). A semigroup is said to be locally idempotent (locally commutative) if all 
the local submonoids of S are idempotent (commutative). 
Let S be a semigroup and let x, y be two elements of S. We write x <J y if there 
exists u, v E S’ such that x = uyv; x, y are said to be f-equivalent, and we write 
x $ y if x <J y and y < Jx. S is f-trivial if this equivalence relation is the identity. 
Let L be a language on A+. The syntactic congruence NL of L is the congruence 
on A+ defined by setting u NL v if and only if for all x, y E A* (xuy E L if and only 
if xvy E L). If L is a rational language, then wL is a finite-index congruence on A+. 
The syntactic semigroup of L is the quotient of A+ by the syntactic ongruence NL. 
2.3. Varieties of jinite semigroups 
A variety of finite semigroups is a class of finite semigroups closed under taking 
subsemigroups, quotients and finite direct products. The following varieties play an 
important role in this paper: 
l JI, the variety of idempotent and commutative semigroups, 
l J, the variety of f-trivial semigroups, 
l LJ,, the variety of locally idempotent and locally commutative semigroups. 
Given u and v E A+ and given a semigroup S, we shall say that S satisfies the 
identity u = v if u(p = vcp for every morphism cp : A+ -+ S. 
For a fixed pair (u, v) E A+ x A+, let V(u, v) be the family of semigroups atisfying 
the identity u = v. Then V(u,v) is a variety of semigroups. 
Let (ui, vi), i> 1, be a sequence of identities on a countable alphabet. A variety V 
is dehned (ultimately defined) by the identities ui = vi if any semigroup of V satisfies 
ui = vi for all i 2 1 (for i sufficiently large). By Eilenberg-Schtitzenberger’s theorem 
[13], every variety is ultimately defined by a sequence of identities. 
In certain cases, it is convenient o use the following notation in order to simplify 
the writing of identities: we write uw for the sequence of words u”!. Note that for each 
morphism cp : A+ + S into a finite semigroup S, the sequence (u”!)(p is ultimately 
equal to (up)“. Extended identities using this notation are called pseudo-identities. 
For instance, the pseudo-identity (xy)” = (yx)” stands for the sequence of identities 
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(xy)“! = (yx)“!. The form of pseudo-identities is more general. But, in this paper, we 
use only pseudo-identities obtained from letters and w-powers. 
We say that a variety V is defined by a set of pseudo-identities if it is ulti- 
mately defined by the sequence of identities these pseudo-identities stand for. The 
following description of varieties by pseudo-identities will be used in the sequel 
P61. 
Proposition 2.1. The variety J is deJned by the pseudo-identities xw+l = x0 and 
(xy)” = (YX>” 
The variety LJ, is defined by the pseudo-identities xwyxw =xwyxwyxw andx”yxmzxw 
= xmzxw yx  . 
2.4. Varieties of languages 
A class of languages is a correspondence %’ associating to each finite alphabet A a 
set A%? of rational languages on A. 
A variety of languages is a class of languages 9’” verifying: 
l A+Y is a boolean algebra for each alphabet A; 
l if L E A+llr and a E A then a-‘L, La-’ E A+v; 
l if II/ : A+ -+ B+ is a morphism of free semigroups and L E B+Y then LI+-’ E A+v. 
Let V be a variety of semigroups. One associates with each finite alphabet A the class 
A+v of languages of A+ whose syntactic semigroup belongs to V. This correspondence 
is a variety of languages. Thus, we have an application V --) Y, which maps each 
variety of semigroups to a variety of languages. Eilenberg’s variety theorem [12] asserts 
that for any variety of languages V there exists a unique variety of semigroups V 
such that V + Y”: V is the variety generated by the syntactic semigroups of languages 
belonging to Afv for any alphabet A. 
2.5. Locally and strongly locally testable languages 
We recall the definition of two very important families of languages: the locally 
testable and strongly locally testable languages. 
Let k 3 1 be an integer and let =k be the equivalence on A+ defined by setting 
u =k u if 
l u = v if 1~1, Iv] < k, 
l upk__I = vpk__1, us,&_1 = vpk-_1 and UIk = t&, otherwise. 
It is known that =k is a congruence and that it is a finite-index congruence [ 11, 151. 
This congruence defines the class of locally testable languages in the following sense: 
by definition, a subset L of A+ is k-testable if it is closed with respect to =k, L is 
locally testable if it is k-testable for some k > 0. 
The family of locally testable languages is a variety of languages. Brzozowski and 
Simon [ 1 l] and McNaughton [ 151 discovered independently that a language is locally 
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testable if and only if its syntactic semigroup is locally idempotent and commutative, 
that is the corresponding variety of semigroups is LJ1. 
Let now %k be the finite-index equivalence on A+ defined by u Mk v if and only if 
t& = &. 
The equivalence =k defines the class of strongly locally testable languages: a subset 
L of A’ is k-strongly testable if it is closed with respect o =k. L is strongly locally 
testable if it is k-strongly testable for some k > 0. 
In contrast with locally testable languages, strongly locally testable languages are 
not characterized by a property of their syntactic semigroups, o they do not constitute 
a variety of languages. Let us observe however that Beauquier and Pin [9] gave an 
algebraic characterization for this class of languages. The equivalence xk is not a 
congruence in general. In the sequel, we will consider the congruence generated by =k 
which we denote by =k. We observe that =_k is a finite-index congruence since =_k is 
coarser than =:k. 
Remarks 2.2. Note that: 
l u 31 v if and only if (u)c = (v)c. 
0 u 3/, v implies u =k’ v for all k’ < k. In particular u =k V implies (u)c = (V)C. 
2.6. The congruences =k and ‘k 
In this last section of preliminaries, we give an alternative description of the congru- 
ence =k, which defines the class of locally testable languages and of the congruence 
=_k. These alternative descriptions are fundamental in the solution of the word problem 
in A+/=k given in Section 4.2. We will use the graph of k-factors (sometimes called 
the De Bruijn graph [lo]), which is an important ool in the study of locally testable 
languages [12]. 
An oriented graph is a pair of sets G = (V,E) and two applications M, o from E 
into V. The elements of V are called vertices and the elements of E edges of G. 
If e is an edge, then ea is the initial vertex of e and ew is the fmal one. Two 
edges r,s are consecutive if ro = SCI. A path p of G is a sequence of consecutive 
edges. Let p = el,..., e,,ei E E, a path of G, we let pu = el and PO = e,. TWO 
paths p,q are consecutive if po = qa and they are coterminal if pa = qa and 
po = 40. 
Let C be the set of all paths of G. We define an application z : P --+ 2E by setting 
er = {e} if e E E and (pq)z = pz U q2 if p and q are two consecutive paths: pz is 
the set of edges visited by p. 
Definition 2.3. Let G be a graph and let C be the set of its paths. An equivalence N 
on C is a path-congruence if it satisfies the following: 
1. If p - q then p and q are coterminal paths. 
2. If p N q and r - s with p and r consecutive paths, then pr - qs. 
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Let k >/2 and let A be an alphabet. The graph of the (k - 1 )-factors of A is the 
oriented graph Gk-1 = (k-‘,.&_I ) given by 
&__l = {(u,a,u) E Ak-’ x A x Ak-’ ( u = (ua)sk-1}, 
and by (u,u,v)M. = u and (u,a,v)o = u for all (u,a,u) E Ek_,. 
Let Ck-1 be the set of all paths of Gk_1. To each path 
P = (~O,~l,~l)(~lr~2,~2)...(~~-l,an,Dn) E ck-1, 
we can associate the word up = uOul . . . a,. The word up has the following properties: 
1. lu,JHc, 
2. Uppk--l = UO, 
3. uPsk-_l = u,, 
4. up& = {u,,&,ul@, . . .,21,-14). 
Conversely, let w E Ask. Then we can associate with w a path pw of Gk-1 as 
follows: if w = ml . . . a,, with 1x1 = k - 1, then 
Pw = ~~~~l~~~~l~~k-l~~(~~l~~k-l,~2,(~~l~2)~k-l)...((~~l . ..h-lbk-l.% 
hl . . .C&)Sk-1). 
That is pw is the path starting with the vertex x and having the labels al,. . . , a,. 
We observe that up, = w and pu, = p. 
Example 2.4. Let A = {u,b} be an alphabet. The graph of 2-factors of A is the 
following 
a 
b 
Remarks 2.5. Let q, q’ be two paths of Gk- ,. Then: 
1. q and q’ are coterminal if and only if 
. (uq)sk--1 = (%g’)Sk-1, 
. (Uq)Pk-1 = (hf)pk-1. 
2. q2 = q’z if and only if (uq)& = (uql)Ik. 
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We will use the following alternative description of the congruences =k which de- 
scribe the class of the locally testable languages. Let Yk be the congruence on A+ 
generated by the set 
We Will prove that =k and Yk coincide for any k 2 2, using the following important 
theorem due to Simon [ 121. 
Theorem 2.6. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let C be the set of its paths. Let N be 
the path-congruence on C generated by the set {(pp, p), (pq, qp) ( p, q E C and pa = 
po = qa = qw}. Let p,q be coterminal paths. Then p - q if and only if pz = qz 
We denote by Nk the relation on Gk__l defined by p “k q if and only if up Yk uq. 
It is easy to prove the following 
Lemma 2.7. The relation Nk is a path-congruence on ck__l. 
Now we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.8. The congruence Nk is the path-congruence generated by the set H = 
{(Pp, P>,(P4,9P) 1 P,4 E ck-I and P@ = PO = 9a = 9W). 
Proof. First we show that the path-congruence Nk contains H. 
Let (pq, qp) be an element of H. We prove that pq -k qp. By the hypothesis made 
on p and q, we have (pq)a = (pq)w = (qp)a = (qp)w. That is Upqp,&t = Up&_, = 
Uqppk__l = uppSk__l = h. Thus we have up = vh = hy and uq = hz = xh for some 
u,x, y,z E A*. Since Jhl = k - 1, we have 
u&k = (Vh)h u (hz)l,c = UpIk u tt&, 
UqpIk = (hz)lk u (hy)& = u& u Up&. 
That is Up& = UepIk and hence pq Nk qp. 
Analogously one can prove that if p E Ck-1 is such that pa = pw then pp Nk p. 
Thus, -k contains H. 
Now we prove that H generates the congruence “k. Let Y be the congruence on 
Gk-_l generated by H. By the previous statement and by Lemma 2.7, 9 is contained 
in -k. We show that -k is a subset of f. Let p -k q. Then up Yk uq and, by Remark 
2.5, p,q are two coterminal paths of Gk_t having the same set of edges. Theorem 2.6 
implies p F q. 0 
Finally we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.9. The congruences =k and Yk are equal on A+. 
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Proof. Since, by definition, Yk is contained in =k, it is sufficient o prove the reverse 
inclusion. Let U,V E A+ be such that u =k u. If 1~1, Iuj < k then u = u, so u Yk v. 
Otherwise we have 1~1, JvJ >,k. Then pU and pv are coterminal paths having the same 
set of edges. Thus, by Lemma 2.8 and by Theorem 2.6, p,, -k pv. That is ZJ Yk u. This 
proves the proposition. 0 
We recall that =_k is the congruence generated by %k, the equivalence which de- 
scribes the class of the strongly locally testable languages. Here, we want to give a 
simple set of generators for Sk. 
Let $k be the congruence on A+ generated by the set 
)‘k u {((Xy)k-‘X,(yX)k--ly) E A+x A+ 1 x,y E A+}. 
Remarks 2.10. It follows by definition of Yk that, if (u,u) belongs to the generator 
Set of Yk, then Upk_, = upk__I = usk-1 = ask-r. This is not true for r/J,,. Indeed, the 
generators of $k of the form ((x~)~-‘x, (y~)~-‘y) do not verify this property. But they 
satisfy the following property which is easily verified. 
Lemma 2.11. Let u = (x~)~-‘x, x,y E A +. Then there exists a prefix u’ of u such 
that (u)c = (u’)c and u’pk-, = u’s&_1. 
Proposition 2.12. The semigroup A+/Q/Ik is $-trivial. 
Proof. We recall that the variety J is defined by the pseudo-identities x”+l = xw and 
(xy)” = (yx)“. Let x E A+. It follows from the definition of yk that xk yk xk+‘, so 
Xk $k Xk+‘. 
Now we show that ((x~)~-‘x)~ $k (~y)~. This will prove (~y)~ = (y~)~, since 
(XYjk tik ((XY)k-1X)2 
$k ((YX)k-l d2 
'bk (YX>k. 
We have ((~y)~-‘x)~ +k (~y)~-tx(yx)~-‘y = (~y)~~-‘. By the previous statement 
(Xy)2k-’ I,/& (Xy)k. So ((Xy)k-‘X)2 $!&y)k. 0 
To show that the congruences =_k and r+!+ coincide on A+ we need a lemma. 
Lemma 2.13. Let n2 1 and let u, v E A+ be such that 1~1, IuI >n and ul,, = VI,,. 
Then there exists ii E Af such that u = svq with s, q E A* and up,, = up,,, GS,, = us, 
and ii& = ul,,. 
Proof. Since ul,, = VI,,, we can consider the first occurrence of up, in u, so u = s(vp,)t 
with s, t E A*, and the last occurrence of us, in u, so u = wvs,q with w, q E A*. 
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Let ii = svq. Then ul, = VI,, s iii,,. Now we show that iiZn is contained in uI,,. We 
have E& = (s(vp,))& U vZn U ((vsn)q)Zn. But u = s(v~~)t = w(vs,)q and z& = vl,, so 
tir, CU&. 0 
Proposition 2.14. The congruences Ek and $k coincide on A+. 
Proof. The congruence $k is contained in =k. Indeed, if (u, v) is a generator of i+& 
then ,.& = v&. 
Conversely, let u and v be words of A+, 1~41, IvJ 2 k, having the same k-factors. Let 
n : A+ + A+/h be the canonical morphism. Let ii be the word associated with u and 
V by Lemma 2.13: ii = XVy with X, y E A*, ii& = upk, i&k = t&k and iiIk = & Then, 
by Proposition 2.9, ii yk u, so U $k u, that is uy = iirj. Therefore uq = (xvy)q< JV~. 
Symmetrically v~<Ju~~. So, by Proposition 2.12, we have uv = vq. 0 
3. Strongly locally testable semigroups 
For each finite semigroup S, we let S+ be the set of all finite sequences of elements 
of s. 
Definition 3.1. Let S be a finite semigroup. Then S is k-testable if for each pair of 
elements (XI, . . . ,xn), (~1,. . . , y,,,) of S+, n, m 2 k, having the same prefix and s&ix of 
length (k - 1) and the same set of k-factors, one has 
Xl . ..x. = y1... ym. 
A semigroup is locally testable if it is k-testable for some k 2 1. 
We denote by LT the set of locally testable semigroups and by LTk the set of 
k-testable semigroups. Zalcstein shows in [22] that, for any k > 1, LTk is the variety 
corresponding to k-testable languages. Thus, by Brzozowski and Simon [l l] and Mc- 
Naughton [151, LT = U& LTk is the variety of locally idempotent and commutative 
semigroups, that is LT = LJ1. 
Definition 3.2. Let S be a finite semigroup. Then S is k-strongly testable if for each 
pair of elements (xi,. . .,x,), (~1,. . . , ym) of S+, n, m 2 k, having the same set of k- 
factors, one has 
x1 . . .x, = y1 . . . y,. 
A semigroup is strongly locally testable if it is k-strongly testable for some k 2 1. 
We denote by SLT the set of strongly locally testable semigroups and by SLTk the 
set of k-strongly testable semigroups. 
Since any k-strongly testable semigroup is m-strongly testable for any m 2k, we 
have SLTl cSLTzc...cSLT,c.*.. 
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Similarly, it is trivially verified that any strongly locally testable semigroup is locally 
testable, that is SLT c LT. 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. SLT = J n LJ1, where J is the variety of y-trivial semigroups and 
LJI is the variety of locally idempotent and commutative semigroups. 
In particular this means that SLT constitutes a variety of semigroups while the anal- 
ogously defined strongly locally testable languages do not form a variety of languages. 
We first prove that SLT s J n LJ1 by verifying the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.4. The variety JnLJl is dejned by the pseudo-identities (xy)O = (yx)” 
and x0 yxw = xw yxw yx*. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, it suffices to prove that one can derive the pseudo-identities 
xw+i = xw and x” yx%xw = xwzxoyxw from the pseudo-identities (xy)” = (yx)O and 
x”yxw = xwyxoyxo. Indeed xw+’ = x0 follows from x0 yxw = x”yxw yx” for y = 
x. Moreover we can derive the pseudo-identity x”yxo = (x0 yx”)” from x”yxo = 
x”yxwyxo, since (x@)~ = x0 by definition of x0. So 
x” yx”zxw = (xW yx”zxw)o 
= (x” yxZUzxU)~ 
= ((x”yxw)(xozxo))w 
= ((x”zxo)(xwyxw))w 
= (xWzxO yx”)” 
= xwzxo yxw. 
This proves the proposition. 0 
Proposition 3.5. Let k 2 1, let S E SLTk and let x, y,z E S such that x2 = x. Then 
(yz)& = (zY)~ and (XYX)~ = xyx. Thus SLTk G J n LJ1. 
Proof. Let S E SLTk and let us first consider the sequences of S+ of length 2k, 
respectively equal to (y,z, y, . . . , y,z) and (z, y,z, . . . ,z, y). These sequences have the 
same set of k-factors, so (YZ)~ = (zY)~. 
Let now w be the sequence of length k consisting of k letters x. The sequences 
(w, y, w, y, w) and (w, y, w) have the same set of k-factors, so xk y2 yxb = xk ~2. But 
x =x2, so x = xk and hence xyx = xyx2yx = (xYx)~. 
The containment SLTk 2 J n LJ1 follows by Proposition 3.4. 0 
Proposition 3.5 shows that SLTk C J rl LJ1, so SLT = UkB, SLTk C J n LJ1. To 
show that SLT = J rl LJ1 we prove the following proposition. 
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Proposition 3.6. If S E J f~ LJ1 then S E SLT. 
Proof. We know that LJI = LT, so S is k-testable for some k 2 1. 
Letu=(ul,...,u,),u=(ul,...,Y,)beelementsofS+,n,m~k,suchthatu~~=UIk. 
We show that ui . . . u, = 01 , . . II,,,. 
By Lemma 2.13, there exist t = (ti,. . . ,fr) and s = (si,. . . ,s,) in S* such that if 
u = (t, VJ) then (ii)pk = upk, ii$k = u$ and ii& = & 
Since S is k-testable, we have ti . . .tql . . . v,sl . . .s, = UI . . .u,. It follows that 
ut . . . u,, < Jul . . . v,,,. Symmetrically, one would show that vi . . . v,,, < Jul . . . u,, so 
Ul... l4n y VI . . . v, But S E J, so u1 . . . u, = v1 . . . v,. q 
Now, we exhibit an important family of strongly locally testable semigroups and we 
define a new variety of languages. 
Proposition 3.7. The semigroup A+/sk is in !%Tk. 
Proof. Let rl : A+ ---) Ail-k be the canonical projection of A+ onto Ail-k. For each x 
of A+/Ek, we fix a word w, in x$-l. Let (xl,. . . ,xn) and (yi,. . . , ym) be sequences of 
elements of A+/ =k, n, m 2 k, having the same set of k-factors. The words u = w,, . . . 
wxn and v = wyl . . . wym have the same set of k-factors since each k-factor of u (or v) 
is a factor of w,~ . . . w*,+~_, (or wY, . . . w~,+~_, , ) for some well-chosen r. Hence u Sk v 
and so uq = vq. It follows that x1 . . .x,, = (wX, . . . wX,)q = (wYl . . . wYm)q = yi . . . ym, 
SO A+/Gk in SLTk. q 
Proposition 3.8. The semigroup AfIsk is the free object of SLTk on A. 
Proof. We need to show that for any surjective morphism 19 : A+ -+ S such that S E 
SLTk, there exists a surjective morphism cp from A+/q onto S such that ti = qcp. It 
suffices to show that the morphism cp : Ail=k -+ S given by xqcp = x8 for any x E A+ 
is well-defined, that is, to show that x =k y implies xv = yn. By Proposition 2.14, we 
show that if x $k y then xy = yq. 
First, let x and y be directly derivable by &, that is x = uf v and u = ugv with 
u, v E A*, t, f E A+ and (f, g) is a generator of $k. We prove that xv = yq. Let 
f = fl...fn and let g = gi . . . gm (fi, gj E A). Since f& = g&, the SeqUellCeS 
of elements of S (f lq, . . . , fnq) and (giq,. . . , gmq) have the same k-factors. But S is 
k-strongly locally testable, so fq = (f 1 . . . fn)q = (gl . . . gm)q = 91. Thus xy = yq. 
The general case follows by transitivity of the equality relation. 0 
Definition 3.9. A language L is k-over testable if and only if S(L) is k-strongly 
testable. A language is over testable if it is k-over testable for some k 2 1. 
We have, by Theorem 3.3, the following proposition. 
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Proposition 3.10. A language L is over testable if and only if it is both locally and 
piecewise testable. 
Proposition 3.11. A language is over testable if and only if it is closed with respect 
to =k fir some k 3 1. 
Proof. Let q : A+ + S(L) be the syntactic morphism of L CA+. If L is k-over testable 
then, by Proposition 3.8, there exists a surjective morphism cp : A+/q-+ S(L) such 
that ye = Ii/q. So L is a union of =&lasses. 
Conversely, let L be closed with respect o =k for some k > 1. Then L is recognized 
by the projection $ : At + A’/Ek, so S(L) < A’/q. Thus, by Proposition 3.1, 
s(L) E SLTk. 0 
It follows from Proposition 3.11 that over testable languages are strongly locally 
testable. They constitute a variety of languages (associated, via Eilenberg’s theorem, 
with SLT) and hence, since the family of strongly locally testable languages does not 
form a variety of languages, they constitute a strict subclass of the strongly locally 
testable languages. The rest of the paper will be devoted to obtaining a combinatorial 
description of these languages. 
4. The word problem in A+/+ 
In this section, we give a combinatorial description of the classes of =k and we 
solve the word problem in A+/ q. 
4.1. The idempotents of A+/ =_k 
Let B be a subset of A. If two words u, v E B+ admit all the words of Bk as 
factors then u Sk v. We denote by [Blk the -k-class of such words. The charac- 
terization of these q-classes is a fundamental part in solving the word problem in 
A+/q, since all q-classes can be obtained from them. We will see that the [Blk are 
exactly the idempotents of A+/ =k. Let qk : A+ + A+ / Ek be the canonical projec- 
tion morphism. We first state some simple properties of =_k and of the idempotents of 
A+/+ 
Lemma 4.1. Let u and v be two wora!s of A+, then 
1. (UV)” =k (UV)“U =k V(UV)” -_k (VU>” foi’ n>k, 
2. uvu =_k U(W)” for n> 1 and IuI Bk - 1, 
3. Uuu =k U”vUm fir n,m>l and lul>k - 1. 
Proof. The proof of statements 1 and 2 follows from definition of =k. 
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By the definition of =k U~YU =k uuu2 if 1~1 ak - 1. Statement 3 follows from this 
fact and from statements 1 and 2. Indeed, since Ju( >k - 1, we have 
=k td(uo)ktd = uu(@k 
=k u2vtd. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Let Xqk, x E A+, be an idempotent of A+/+. Then: 
1. (a.x)qk = xqk = (XU)qk for any a E (X)c. 
2. xqk = y,‘,k for any idempotent y,,k of A+/rk such that (y)c = (x)c_ 
Proof. Since Xqk is an idempotent, x =k x” for any n 22. Let a E (x)c. Then x = 
uau, u,u E A*. Let y = au. We have x = uy and uy =k (~y)~. Then, by statement 1 
of Lemma 4.1, (Uy)k q y(Uy)k. It follows uy =k y(Uy)k, that is uao =k au(uac)k. 
Then, by statement 1 of Lemma 4.1, 
We obtain x =k ax. Hence, xqk = (aX)qk. Symmetrically, we can prove Xqk = (xa)qk. 
Let yqk be an idempotent of A+/=k such that (y)c = (x)c. Then, by statement 1 of 
this lemma, we have xqk = (yx)qk = flk. 0 
Now we are able to characterize the idempotents of A+/q. 
Proposition 4.3. Let u E A+. Then u =k u2 if and only if u E [(u)c]~. 
Proof. Let B = (u)c. If u E [Blk then, by definition, u =k u for some u such that 
t& = Bk. Since v21k = t& = Bk, we have v =k v2. Hence u -k uz. 
Conversely, we suppose u =k u2. Then Uqk is an idempotent of A+/E~. Let z E A+ 
be such that ZI, = Bk: we have just seen that Zqk is idempotent. By statement 2 of 
Lemma 4.2 it follows Uqk = Z”qk, so u E [Blk. 0 
Proposition 4.3 implies that E(A+/=k) = {[Blk 1 B 2 A, B # 0). Now we give a 
property of the multiplication of certain idempotents of A+/=k_ 
Proposition 4.4. Let B and C be two nonempty subsets of A such that B n C # 0. 
Then [Blk . [Clk = [B U Clk. 
Proof. Let s, t be in A+ such that SIk = Bk and t& = Ck and let a be in B n C. Since 
(St)& = (akstak)Ik, we have st =k aksta k. Since akstak and aksta2kstak have the same 
set of k-factors, we obtain st zk (st)2. Thus, by Proposition 4.3, st E [B fl Clk. Cl 
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The next proposition is fundamental in the resolution of the word problem in A+/ =k. 
It requires the following lemma, whose proof can be found in [14]. 
Lemma 4.5. Let u, u E A+ be such that u = xy = yt. Then there exist n >O and 
p,s E A* such that x = ps, y = x”p and t = sp. 
Proposition 4.6. Let u be in A+ such that IUI >k. If up&, = usk__1 then u E [(u)c]‘. 
Proof. Let B = (u)c and let w = upk_i = USk-_I. We show that u fk r.4’. By ~oposition 
4.3, this fact implies that u E [Blk. 
If Ju( >2k - 2 then u = wuw for u E A*. By statements 2 and 3 of Lemma 4.1, we 
have wvw =k wvwvw =k wvw2vw. That is, u zk u2. 
Let IuI < 2k - 2. Then u = xyt with xy = yt = w. By Lemma 4.5, there 
exists n 30 and p,s E A* such that x = ps, y = x”p and t = sp. Thus u = 
x”+~P = (p~)“+~p. We have X”+2& G~“+~1k &(X”+3p)Ik. Since xni3p = (p~)“+~psp = 
pS(pS)“+2p, (X”+3p)Ik c UIk. Thus U =k X”+3 Sk XU and hence U zk Xm for ally 
man + 3. Therefore u =k u2. 0 
4.2. The solution of the word problem 
This section is devoted to the solution of the word problem in Ai/q. We prove that 
every element of A+/rk can be written in a unique normal form, using a rewriting- 
system. 
4.2.1. The rewriting-system (Rl, pk) 
Let Rk be the alphabet Rk = A U { [Blk I B C_ A, B # 0). If T E Rk+, we denote its 
length by Te. Since the elements of & can be viewed as sets of words, then so can the 
elements of Rl. For instance, let x, y E A* and let B CA, B # 0. Then x[Blk y E RR+. 
But x[Blky can also be viewed as the language {w E A+ I w = xzy,z E [B]‘}. 
More formally, let e : Rk+ --) P(A+) be the application given by 
l (a)e = {a} if a E A, 
l [Blke={wEIBlk} ifBCA,B#0, 
l (TT’)e={ww’EA+IwETe,w’ET’e}ifT,T’ERk. 
Thus e maps each element T of Rk+ to the subset of all words of A+ belonging to T. 
Let v : Rk+ --$ P(A) be the application given by 
l av = {a} if a E A, 
l [Blkv=B ifBcA,B#0, 
l (TT’)v = TvU T’v if T,T’ E Rk+. 
Thus v maps each element T of Rk+ to the common alphabet of the words of Te. 
Let pk be the rewriting-system on Rk+ generated by the following set of rules: 
( 1) x + [xlk for any x E Ask such that xp,_ 1 = XSk__I . 
(2) x[Blky 3 [B U (xy)vlk for any x, y E A*, lxyl> 1, such that there exists w E B+ 
verifying (xwyl > k and (my)pk__I = (xWy)Sk-1. 
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(3) x[B]~_Y[B’]~z + [B U B’ U (xyz)~]~ for any x,y,z E A* such that there exist 
w E Bf and w’ E B’+ verifying ]xwyw’z] and (xwyw’z)pk_i = (x~yw’z)sk_~_ 
(4) (x[B]~~)T(~‘[B’]~~) + [B U B’ U TV U (xyx’y’)~]~ for any x,x’, y, y’ E A* and 
T E R; such that there exist w E Bf and w’ E B’+ verifying Ixwyj, Ix’w’y’] 3k - 1 and 
(Xwy)p& 1 = (x’w’y’)sk- 1. 
(5) (x[B]‘y)T([B’lky’[C’]‘) + [BUB’U C’U TvU(xyy’)~]~ for any X, y, y’ E A* and 
T E R; such that there exist w E Bf and w’ E B’+, z’ E C’ verifying ]xwyI, (w’y’z’l > k - 1 
and (xwy)pk_i = (w’y’z’)sk_i. 
(6) ([B]ky[C]k)T(x’[B’]ky’) + [BUCUB’UTvU(yx’y’)vlk for any y,x’,y’ EA* and 
T E Ri such that there exist w E B+ and w’ E B’+, z E C verifying Iwyz], Ix’w’y’] > k- 
1 and (wyz)pk_i = (x’w’y’)sk_i. 
Let T, U E Rkf. We write T + U if T and U are the left term and the right term of 
the same rule of pk. We write TAU if T = XT/Y, U = ZU’W, X, T’, Y, Z, U’, W E R; 
and T’ + U’. We write T%J, m 2 1, if there exists a sequence Zc, . . . , Z,,, E Rk+ such 
that T = ZO, U = Z, and Z;-!+Z,+i for all 06 idm - 1. Finally, we write TAU if 
T5l.I for some ma1 or T = U. 
Proposition 4.7. The rewriting-system (Rl, pk) is noetherian. 
Proof. This is immediate since, for any rule T -+ U of pk, we have Ut? = 1 < Tl. 0 
Theorem 4.8. For each T E Rl, it is decidable whether a rule of pk can be applied 
to T. Moreover, one may eflectively compute a pk-irreducible element U of Rk+ such 
that T5l.J. 
Proof. Let T = to[Bllktl . . . [B,,lktll. We describe the procedure to derive a pk-irreducible 
element U from T. The first six subprocedures are designed to check whether T con- 
tains a factor which is a left term of a rule of pk. The last procedure consists in applying 
repetitively these subprocedures until a pk-irreducible element of Rk+ has been obtained. 
1. We first observe that if T has a factor v that is a left term of rule (1) of pk then 
v is a factor of ti for some 0 <i <n. We also observe that ti has a factor that is a left 
term of the rule (1) if and only if I ti I > k and ti has a factor of length at least (k - 1) 
repeating at least twice in ti. 
We inspect the factor ti (1 < i<n) of T. If ti = x1 . . .x, (xi E A) for some i, and if 
1 <r < j 6 n - k + 2 are such that X,X~+I . . .xktr_2 = xjXj+l . . . xk+j__2, then we rewrite 
Tiit~[Bl]~. v. [Bi-l]kX1 . . .xr-l[C]kxj+k-i.. .xm[Bilk m.. tn 
where C = (x,x,.+i . . .xj+k_2)c and we execute the following subprocedure. 
2. Let 1 <i Qn. We consider the factors of T of the form 
where x is a suffix of tl-l and y is a prefix of ti such that lxy] > 1. 
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For any factor XIBilky we check whether there exists w E BT such that (xwy)sk-1 = 
(xwy)pk_t. That is, we check whether x[BJky is a left term of rule (2) of ok for some 
x,y. 
We consider the finite set 
Qi,, = {u E Br 1 [v1<2k - 2 and (xuy)sk_~ = (xuy)pk_-1}. 
Let Iw( > 2k - 2 be such that (xuy)sk_i = (xz)y)p~_t. Let WI = wpk_i,wz = WS~__I 
and let w’ = wtwz. Then w’ E BT, )w’( = 2k - 2 and (xw’y)pk_r = (xwy)pk_t = 
(xwy)sk_t = (xw’y)s~+i, so w’ E Q;,,,. Thus x[Bilky is a left term of the rule (2) if 
and only if QL,Y # 0. For some fixed x, y,Bi, we can decide the vacuity of Qk,Y in 
finite time. Thus we can decide the applicability to T of the rule (2) in finite time. 
If ti-1 = t;_lx, ti = ytl with ]xyl> 1 and Qi,, # 0, then we can rewrite 
1 
T--%PI lk . . . [Bi_llkti_, [Clkti.. . [Bnlktn 
where C = Bi U (xY)c. 
3. Let 1 < i <n - 1. We consider the factors of T of the form 
where x is a suffix of ti-1 and y is a prefix of ti+t (x, y possibly empty). 
For any factor x[Bilkti[Bi+llRy we check whether there exists w E Br and a word 
W’ E Bi+l such that (xWtiw’y)sk_t = (mtiw’y)pk_t . That is, we check whether 
x[Bilkti[Bi+llky is a left term of rule (3) of Pk for some x and y. 
We consider the finite set 
P i,i+l SY = {(u,u’) 1 u E B+, u’ E BL,, IuI, Iv’1 <k - 1, 
(xutiu’y)sk_t = (xutit!y)pk_t}. 
The same argument used in the previous subprocedure shows that x[Bilkti[Bi+,lky 
is a left term of the rule (3) if and only if the set Pi,:’ is nonempty. For any 
fixed x, y, i, k, we can decide the vacuity Px,Y W’ in finite time. Thus we can decide the 
applicability to T of the rule (3) in finite time. 
If ti_1 = f;_lX, ti+l = ~t;+~ with Ixy J > 1 and P!$’ # 0, then we can rewrite 
1 
T-hP,lk . . . t[Bi-l]kti_l[C]kti++l [Bi+21k.. tn 
where C = Bi U Bi+l U (xyti)v. 
4. Let 1 <i < j <n. We consider the factors of T of the form 
where x is a suffix of Zi-1, y is a prefix of tj, z is a prefix of ti and h is a suthx of 
tj_1 (x, y,z,h possibly empty), T’ = z’[Bi+llk.. . [Bj_llkh’ with ti = ZZ’, tj-1 = h’h. 
We check whether there exist w E BT and w’ E BT such that (xWz)Sk__I = (hW’y)&__I . 
That is, we check whether x[BilkzT’h[Bjlky is a left term of rule (4) of pk for some 
X,YJ,h. 
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We consider the finite sets 
Pi,, = {(xvz)p~-1 ( u E Bi+, Ivj<k - I}, 
S’ h,y = {(ho’~+~~_~ ( u’ E B,‘, (~‘1 <k - 1). 
Each of these sets is effectively computable. The applicability of the rule (4) is equiv- 
alent to the vacuity of an intersection P& n Si,y, and so it is decidable in finite 
time. 
If there exists 1 <i < j <n such that ti-i = f:_i~, tj = $, ti = zt:, tj-1 = tJ_,h 
and Pi,= n Si, # 0, then we can rewrite 
Z’Lto.. . [Bi_l]kt;_l[C]ktj[Bj+l]k. s. tn 
where C = Bi U Bi+l U . . . U Bj U (Xti . , . tj_1 Y)V. 
5. Let 1 <i < j < n. We consider the factors of T of the form 
where x is a suffix of ti_ 1 and z is a prefix of ti (x,z possibly empty), and T’ = 
z’Pi+ll%+l . . . tj-1 with ti = ZZ’. 
We check whether there exist w E BT, w’ E B/’ and w” E Bj+l such that (xWti)Sk-l = 
(w’tjd’)$?_1. That is, we check whether XIBi]kzT’[Bj]ktj[Bj+l]k is a left term of rule 
(5) of pk for some x and z . 
We consider again the finite sets Pi,, and the finite sets 
S’ = {(utju)sk_, 1 u E BT, V E BT+l, [VI, IV’1 bk - I}. 
Each of these sets is effectively computable. The applicability to T of the rule (5) is 
equivalent to the vacuity of an intersection Pi,, n Sj, and so it is decidable in finite 
time. 
If there exist 1 <i < j < n such that &_-I = t;_1x, ti = zti and Pi,, n Sj # 0, then 
we can rewrite 
1 
T+to.. [Bi_l]kt,!_1[C]ktj+l[Bj+2]k.. tn 
where C = Bi U Bi+l U . ’ . U Bj+l U (.&;&+I . . . tj)V. 
6. The procedure to decide the applicability to T of the rule (6) is dual of the 
previous one. 
7. If during the execution of the previous six procedures we have a transformation 
then we apply again the procedure l-6. Else the procedure terminates and gives a 
pk-irreducible expression U such that T:l_J. 
By noetherianity of fk, this procedure computes, for any T E Rk+, a pk-irreducible 
element U E Rk+ such that T$U in finite time. 
4.2.2. The pk-irreducible elements 
Now we prove two important properties of the p&reducible elements of Rk+. 
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Proposition 4.9. Let T = to[Bl]ktl.. . [B,Jkt,, E Rk+ be a pk-irreducible lement. Then 
ti_lsl,tiRl$Biforalll<i<nandBifIBj=@ifi#j. 
Proof. Let T = to[Bllktl . . . [Bnlktn E Rkf. We suppose that there exists 1 <i<n such 
that tipI = b E Bi. Then [Bilkb is a left term of rule (2) of pk. Indeed we have 
(wb)pk_l = (wb)sk_l for w = b k-’ The case ti-tsl is symmetrical. . 
We suppose that there exists 16 i < j <n such that Bi n Bj # 8. Then [BilkT’[Bjlk 
with T’ = ti[Bi+llk.. . tj-1 is a left term of rule (4) of pk. Indeed, let a E Bi nBj. Then 
w = ak E B+ UB; verifies WPk_l = wSk-_1. 0 
Proposition 4.10. Let T = to[Bllkt2 . ..[B.Jkt,, E Rk+ be a pk-irreducible lement. Let 
w = tow1 . . . w,,t, (Wi E [Bilk) be a word of Te such that w = gvd where v E Ask 
verifies VP,&1 = vsk__1 and g,d E A*. Then there exists a unique 1 <i bn and a 
factorization wi = W’VW” such that g = to.. . tid and d = w”ti+l . . . w,t,. 
Proof. The uniqueness of i follows from Proposition 4.9: v is a factor of the only wi 
such that (V)C C(wi)C. 
We prove that if there does not exist i such that g is a prefix of towltl . . . ti_lWi and 
d is a suffix of witi.. . w,,t,,, then T is pk-reducible. 
We first observe that if v is a factor of some ti, then we can apply rule (1) of pk 
to T. So we suppose that v is not a factor of any wi for 1 <i =$n. 
Let 0 <i 6 j <n, i minimal such that g is a prefix of towI ti . . . ti_lwi and j maximal 
such that d is a prefix of tow1 ti. . . tj-1 wj. Then we are in exactly one of the four 
following cases. 
(i) v = w: . . . wit,!, where WI is a nonempty suffix of wi and t,! is a nonempty prefix 
Of tj. 
(ii) v = trwi+l . wj, where ti is a nonempty suffix of ti, w: is a nonempty prefix 
of wj and i < j. 
(iii) U = t:Wi+l . . . wj t,!, where ti is a nonempty suffix of ti, t) is a nonempty prefix 
of tj and i < j. 
(iv) V = Wfti.. . w$ where WI is a nonempty suffix of wi, wi is a nonempty prefix 
of Wj and i < j. 
We recall that each wh is an element of [Bt#‘, hence JwhJ ak. 
In case (i), if i = j then v = w[ti and we can apply rule (2) to T rewriting [Bilkt; 
into [Bi U (ti)clk. If i + 1 = j then v = witiwi+lti+l and we can apply rule (3) to T. 
Finally, if i + 1 < j, we apply rule (5) to T. Indeed, since Iw,+t (, lwj\ >k, we have 
(w(tiwi+t)P&t = upk-1 = us&_1 = (wjt,!)Sk_l. 
Case (ii) is dual: if j = i + 1, we can apply rule (2) to T, if j = i + 2, we can 
apply rule (3), and if j > i + 2, we can apply rule (6). 
In case (iii), if it1 = j then v = tiwiti+l and we can apply rule (2) to T. If i+l < j, 
We apply IIlk (4) to T. Indeed, we have ($wi)pk-1 = npk-_I = Vsk-_l = (wjtJ)Sk__1. 
Finally we consider case (iv). If i + 1 = j then v = witiwi+l and we can apply rule 
(3) t0 T. If ii- 1 < j, We have (WitiWi+l)pk-_l = Vpk-1 = VSk-1 = (wi_,tjw$)Sk__l 
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and we can apply rule (3) to T. If ]wjtjI, Itiw;l>k - 1, we can apply rule (4) to 
T. If Iwiti12k - 1 and ]tju$( < k - 1, we apply rule (5). Dually, if I$& < k - 1 
and ]ti$] < k - 1, we can apply rule (6) to T. Finally, if (w;ti],jtjwJ) < k - 1, we 
observe that the last letter of r&-i = VSk_-1 appears both into wi+i and into w(i, that 
is Bi+i fl Bi # 8. By Proposition 4.9, T is not pk-irreducible. 0 
4.2.3. The conJIuence of (Rk+,pk) 
We clarify the connections between (Rk+,pk) and the congruence fk. We prove that 
if wST, w E A+ and T E Rkf is pk-irreducible, then Te = Wqk. We show, using this 
fact, that (Rk+,pk) is confluent. 
Lemma 4.11. Let T E Rk+. Then Te c wqk for any w E Te. 
Proof. Let T = to[Bllktl . . . [B,Jktn, T E Ri. Since any [&Ike is a =k-class and since 
zk is a congruence, all the elements of Te are Sk-equivalent. Thus, Te C Wqk for any 
wETe. 0 
Lemma 4.12. Let T,Z be in Rkf. Zf TAZ then Te & Ze. 
Proof. Let T, Z E Rk+ be such that T --f Z. Then, by definition of the rules of pk, there 
exists x E Te such that 1x(2 k and Xpk_i = X&_-i and, by Proposition 4.6, Ze = xqk. 
So, by Lemma 4.11, Te C Ze. 
Let T,Z E Rk+ be such that T&Z. Then, T = UVW and Z = UV’W, U, V W, 
V’ E Rl and V j V’. Since Ve C V’e, we have Te = (UVW)e c(UV' W)e = Ze. The 
general case follows by transitivity. 0 
Proposition 4.13. Let w E Ai and let T E Rkf be pk-irreducible. Zf w:T then Te = 
Wvk. 
Proof. Let T = to[Bllktl . . . [B,lkt,,. Since w$T, by Lemma 4.12, w E Te and hence, 
by Lemma 4.11, Te & Wqk. In particular, w = towltl . . . w,,t,, (wi E [Bilk). 
To prove Te = Wqk, it stices to show that x E Te for any x =k w,x # w. 
Since x ‘k w, it follows by Proposition 2.14 that x $k w. 
We first suppose x and w are directly derivable from the generators of i,!&. Then, there 
exists (u, u’) belonging to the generator set of $k and v, z E A* such that w = vuz and 
x = vu’z. Since u # u’, by definition of $.., we have [MI 2 k, and by Remark 2.10 and 
Lemma 2.11 there exists z factor of u such that (S)c = (U)C and iipk_i = i&-i. But 
T is a pk-irreducible element, so, by Proposition 4.10, there exists 1 < i < n such that U 
is a factor of wi. Since (U)c = (u)c, it follows from Proposition 4.9 that u is a factor of 
wi. Let wi = fug, f ,g E A*. Then v = tow1 . . . ti f and z = gti+l . . . w,t,. But u $k u’, 
SO u -k U’ and hence f u’g E [Bilke. It follows that VU’Z = towI . . . tif U’gti+l . . _ wntn E 
Te. 
The general case follows by transitivity. 0 
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Remarks 4.14. It is easy to prove, using the definition of pk, that any subset Te, 
T E Rk+, of A+ contains a word w such that w:T. Then, it follows from Proposition 
4.13 that any pk-irreducible element T of Rz is such that Te = xqk for any x E Te. 
Now we prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.15. Let U, V E Rkf be p&reducible elements uch that Ue = Ve. Then 
u = v. 
Proof. Let U = u~[A’]~u’ . . . [A,Jku, and V = u~[B’]~u’ . . . [B,lku,. Since Ue = Ve, 
we have that either us is a nonempty prefix of us or us is a nonempty prefix of 
ua. Suppose that us is a nonempty prefix of uo and us # ~0. Then us = uobub with 
b E B’ and ub E A*. Let x E A+ be such that XIk = B: and let z = bk-'xbk-' . 
Then z E [B’lke. Let wi E [BJke (2 <i <n) and let h = u~zutwt . . . w,,,u,. We have 
h E Ve = Ue. Then, there exists w[ E [Ailk (1 <i 9 n) such that h = usw~ut .. . wku,. So 
we have h = uo(bk-‘xbk-‘)u’wz ..  w,u, = (uobub)w{u’ . . . wAun. Since z = bk-‘xbk-’ 
is such that \z( > k and Zpk__l = Zsk__l, by Proposition 4.10, there exists WI such that 
z is a factor of wi. But then i = 1 and ug = uobuh is a prefix of ua, which is a 
contradiction. So us = us. 
We consider again wl E [B’lke such that wtpk-_I = w’s&_I and h = uow’u’ . . . w,um E 
Ve. We have that h = uow{ u1 . . . w;u, (WI E [Ailke). By Proposition 4.10 again, wt is 
a factor of wi and B’ C_ A’. Symmetically we have A’ = B’. 
Repeating the same argument we obtain n = m, Ai = Bi and ui = Vi for all i. Cl 
Finally, we are able to prove the confluence of (Rk+,pk). 
Proposition 4.16. The rewriting-system (RL, pk) is conjluent. 
Proof. By remark 4.14, it suffices to prove that if one can derive two pk-irreducible 
elements U and V of Rk+ from a word w E A +, then U = V. Indeed, by Proposition 
4.13, we have Ue = wqk = Ve. Then, by Proposition 4.15, U = V. Cl 
4.2.4. A normal form for A+/=k 
Let mPk be the congruence generated by the set {(T,Z) E Rk+ x Rk+ ( T -+ Z} and let 
(Pk : Rk+ + Rk+ jwpk be the canonical projection morphism. Since (Ri, pk) is noetherian 
and conlhtent, for any T E Rk+, there exists a unique pk-irreducible element Z E Rk+ 
such that Tqk = ZC&. Now, Rk+/mPk and A+/ =k are isomorphic, so pk-irreducible 
elements of Rr provide a normal form for the elements of A+/+. More precisely, we 
have: 
Lemma 4.17. The application $k : Rk+l~~~ -+ Ai/ =_k given, for any T E Rk+, by 
(Tqk)$k = T’e, where T’ is the pk-irreducible lement of TCpk, is an isomorphism. 
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Proof. Since (Rk+,pk) is noetherian and confluent and by Remark 4.14, $k is well- 
defined and surjective and by Proposition 4.15 it is injective. Finally, we verify that 
$k is a morphism. Let U, v E A+ and U, V E Rk+ pk-irreducible, be such that z&U and 
VAV. Then, by Proposition 4.13, u(pki,+k = Mu],‘ and a@& = u,j$. We have uv%JV. 
Then (UV)(P/& = (uv)qk. So $k is a morphism. 0 
We say that an element t& Of Ai/Gk iS in nOrWd fOr??I if 
tqk = (tCdhlktl . . . [&lktnk 
where T = t,$311ktl . . [B,Jkt,, E Rk+ 
that any element of A+/fk admits a 
5. The implicit operations on SLT 
is pk-irreducible. It follows by Proposition 4.17 
unique normal form. 
We would like to consider also some canonical object relative to SLT. However, 
SLT does not have free objects. It turns out to be necessary to drop the assumption 
of finiteness, and to consider certain infinite compact semigroups. This is done in the 
framework of the theory of implicit operations, introduced by Reitermann [ 181 and 
developed by Almeida [l-5] (see also Weil and Zeitoun [6,7,21,24]). We first define 
the basics of the theory of implicit operations on a variety of semigroups and next 
we describe the implicit operations on the variety SLT. We will use in Section 6 
the properties of the implicit operations on the variety SLT to find a combinatorial 
characterization of the over testable languages. For the basic notions of the theory of 
the implicit operations on varieties of semigroups and the proofs of the results stated 
in Section 5.1, the reader is referred to Almeida [5]. 
5.1. The implicit operations 
Let V be a variety of semigroups, let n > 1 and let A = {al,. . . ,a,}. An n-ary 
implicit operation x on V is a family rc = (rcs), indexed by the elements S of V, of 
mappings from S” into S, such that for each morphism $ : S --+ T between elements 
of V, the following diagram is commutative: 
xs 
S^ * s 
4” I -4 v 
P------T 
TT 
The set of all n-ary implicit operations on V is denoted by FA(V). 
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Let rc and p E @A(V) and S E V. Then, for every si,. . . ,s, E S, we define 
This multiplication makes FA(V) a semigroup. 
Each word of A+ induces an n-ary implicit operation. For instance, w = u:u~~sui 
defines a 3-ary implicit operation on V: for each S E V and si, ~2, s3 E S, (~1, ~2, s3 )w,s = 
s:s~s~s,. Such elements of FA(V) are called explicit operations. The set of all n-at-y 
explicit operations is denoted by FA(V). We have that FA(V) & PA(V) and the inclusion 
may be strict. 
We next define a topological structure on FA(V): we endow ~,I(V) with the least 
topology which makes the homomorphisms $ : FAA(V) -+ S continuous whenever S E V 
and S is considered as a discrete topological space. 
The semigroup of implicit operations F.(V) plays the role of the free object in some 
sense. Some important properties are summarized below [5, 181. 
Proposition 5.1. Let V be a variety of finite semigroups and let A be an alphabet. 
1. FAA(V) is a compact topological space in which FA(V) is dense. 
2. The A-generated elements of V are the finite continuous homomorphic images 
of F/4(V). 
3. If V admits a jinite free object F over A, then F = FAA(V) = FA(V). 
4. If W is a subvariety of V, the natural projection p : FAA(V) -+ FA(W) given by 
nnp = (Q)SEW is a surjective and continuous morphism. 
If J1 C V, the natural projection of PA(V) onto FAN = 9’(A) is called content 
and it is denoted by c. The notion of content of an implicit operation extends that of 
letter content of a word. 
We will use in Section 6 the following important theorem due to Reiterman [ 181. 
Theorem 5.2. Let V 2 Z be two varieties of semigroups. Then V # Z if and only if 
there exists an alphabet A and qp E F.(Z) such that n # p but 7~s = ps for any 
s E v. 
In order to use this theorem to prove the equality of two varieties V and Z such that 
V & Z, it is important to understand the structure of FA(Z). This is a difficult problem 
in general, but Almeida gave a description of the structure of PA(J) which we will 
use in the sequel [3]. 
Theorem 5.3. The idempotents of PA(J) are entirely determined by their content. 
Each element of FAA(J) can be written as a product 7~ = uovlul . ..v,u,, where 
n > 0, ui E A* (i.e. ui is explicit), the vi are idempotent elements of FAA(J), where the 
first and the last letter of ui do not belong to the contents of vi-1 and vi respectively, 
and where the contents of vi and vi+1 are not C-comparable ~fui = 1. 
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5.2. The elements of pA(SLT) 
We prove in this section some properties of the idempotents of ~A(SLT) and we 
describe the form of the elements of ~A(SLT). 
First, we give, for any k> 1, a description of @A(SLT),. By Propositions 3.7 and 
5.1, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.4. FA(SLT~) = FA(SLT~) = -4+/-k for any k > 1. 
Since SLT G J, it follows from Theorem 5.3 and from the existence of a natural 
projection from PA(J) onto FA(SLT) (proposition 5.1) that the elements of ?A(SLT) 
are products of explicit and idempotent elements. We prove that the idempotents of 
FA(SLT) are determined by their content. We let c be the content morphism on 
~A(SLT), ck be the content morphism on FA(SLTk)nd Gk be the natural projection 
from ~A(SLT) onto &(SLTk) In particular, c = q&k. 
Lemma 5.5. Let qp E FA(SLT). Then K = p if and only if nok = pok for any k2 1. 
Proof. Suppose that ?mk = POk for any k > 1. Since SLT = U&SLTk, if E SLT, 
then there exists r > 1 such that S E SLT,. Since rro, = po, and S E SLT,, we have 
rcs = (na,)s = (~0,)s = ps. Then ns = ps for any S E SLT. So 7~ = p. q 
Proposition 5.6. The idempotents of FA(SLT) are determined by their content. 
Proof. Let n,p be two idempotents of ~A(SLT) such that rrc = pc. Then xokck = 
pakck for any k> 1. Since ak is a morphism, xak,pak E E(pA(SLTk)) = E(A+/+). 
Then, by Proposition 4.3, xak = pak for all k 3 1. By Lemma 5.5, it follows ?r = p. 0 
We denote by &B CA) the only idempotent of @A(SLT) of content B. We have: 
Proposition 5.7. Let n E FA(SLT). Then n can be written in the form t,$l . . .&,, 
where ti E A* (O<i<n) and BiGA, B # 8. 
Now, we prove a property of the idempotents of ?A(SLT) that we will use to 
construct a normal form for the elements of FA(SLT). 
Lemma 5.8. Let b,c E E(~A(SLT)) such that BrlC # 0 and let 7~ E @A(SLT). Then 
&l? = b where D = B U C U 1zc. 
Proof. Let k 3 1. Then, by rule (4) of the rewriting system Pk and Lemma 4.17, we 
have (k+k = [B]k7Cak[C]k = [Dlk = i&k. So, by Lemma 5.5, &rc = b. 0 
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5.3. The rewriting-system (R’, p) 
In order to construct a normal form for the elements of ~A(SLT), we again use a 
rewriting-system (R+, p) where R is the alphabet R = A U (5 1 B cA,B # 8). This 
rewriting-system is related to the rewriting-systems of Section 4.2.1, but it is much 
simpler. Let T E R’, we denote its length by T8. A morphism v : R+ --f 9(A) is 
defined as in Section 4.2.1, by letting av = {a} and i?v = B for each letter a and for 
each nonempty subset B of A. 
Let p be the rewriting-system on R+ generated by the following set of rules: 
(1) aB+Bwhere8#BsAandaEB. 
(2)ja-+Bwhere0#BCAandaEB. 
(3)BTc+bwhereTER*,@#B,C,DcA,D=B~C~TvandBflCf0. 
Let T, U E Rl. We write T -+ U if T and U are the left term and the right term of 
the same rule of p. We write T&U if T = XT’Y, U = ZU’ W, X, T’, Y, Z, U’, W E R* 
and T’ + U’. We write Tz U, m 2 1, if there exists a sequence Zs, . . . , Z,,, E R+ such 
that T = Zo, U = Z,,, and ZiAZi+i for all 0 <i <m - 1. Finally, we write T$U if 
TZU for some ma1 or T= U. 
Proposition 5.9. The rewriting-system (Rf, p) is noetherian. 
Proof. This is immediate since, if T, U E R+ and T + U, then U4 < Tt. 0 
Proposition 5.10. The rewriting-system (R+, p) is conjluent. 
Proof. Let T E R+. Since, by Proposition 5.9, the rewriting-system (R+,p) is noethe- 
rian, to prove the confluency it suffices to show that if there exist U, V E R+ such that 
TLlJ and TAV, then there exists Z E Rf such that UGZ and V:Z. 
We first suppose that T = XPYQW for X, Y, W E Rx, U = XP’YQW, V = XPYQ’W 
and P --f P’, Q -+ Q’. That is, the left terms of the rules of p that we apply to derive 
U and V do not overlap. We have 
T = XPYQW 
U = XP’YQW XPYQ’ = V 
Z = XP’YQ’W 
So Z =XP’YQ’W is such that U&Z and V&Z. 
We suppose now that P and Q overlap. So we have nine cases: P may be a left 
term of rules (l), (2) and (3) of p and Q may be a left term of rules (l), (2) and 
(3). 
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Suppose that P = a& a E B, is a left term of rule (1). If Q is also a left term of 
rule (1 ), P and Q do not overlap. Then, we suppose that Q = cb, b E C, is a left 
term of rule (2). We have two cases: either C = B and T = XajbS, or a = b and 
T =X&z&. These cases are symmetrical; we treat only the first one. We have 
T = XaBbS 
U = XBbS 
Finally, we suppose that Q = CHb, C II D # 0 and H E R*, is a left term of rule 
(3). We have three cases: either C = B and T = Xal?H&; D = B and T = XcH’ah 
where H = H’a or ab factor of H and T = XcYaBZlk where H = Y&Z. The first 
two cases are symmetrical; we treat only the first one. Let G = B U D U Hv. Since 
a E G, we have 
T = XaBHt)S 
In the third case, we obtain the following diagram 
T = XC’YdZbS 
where G=CUBUDU(YZ)v. 
The case P = l&z, a E B, where P is a left term of rule (2) is symmetrical. 
Now, we suppose that P = BLC, B fl C # 8, L E R*, is a left term of rule (3). 
There is only one case left, the others having already been dealt with: Q = i?M~, 
E rl F # 0 and A4 E R*, left term of rule (3). We suppose that T = X?‘Y = X’QY’ 
with X a prefix of X’. The case where X’ is a prefix of X is symmetrical. Then, we 
have: E = C, I? factor of L and E = B. 
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Let C = E. Then T = XkLcMFS, so 
with G=BUCULv,N=CUFUMv andI=BUCULvUMvUF. 
Let _I? be a factor of L. We have three cases: either F = C and T = XBYl.?MpS, 
l?Mfi is a factor of L and T = XBYl?MpZ& or C is a factor of M and T = 
XL?YII?Z~HFS with L = YEZ and M = ZCH. 
In the first case, we have the following diagram 
where G = B U E U F U Yv U Mv and K = E U F U Mv. The proof of the second case 
is similar. 
In the third case, we have 
lJ = XcHz+.S XL?YKS = v 
where G = BUEUCU(YZ)v, K = EUCUFU(ZH)v and 1= BUEUCUFU(I’ZH)v. 
Let E = B. We have three possibilities for F: either F is a factor of L, F = C or 
C is a factor of M. So this case is symmetrical of the previous one. 0 
5.4. The p-irreducible elements 
We prove in this subsection two important properties of the p-irreducible elements 
of R+. 
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By definition of (R+,p), we obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.11. Let T = toBl tl . . .&t, be an element of Rf. Then T is p-irreducible 
tfandonly Zf(ti-l)sl,(ti)p1 $Bifor l<i<m, andBifIBj#Q)for i#j. 
Let fk : R+ + Rkf be the morphism given by 
l afk = a for any a E A, 
0 fifk = [Blk for any B E R. 
Proposition 5.12. Let T E Ri be a p-irreducible element. Then, there exists r > 1 
such that Tfk is a &-irreducible element of Rk+ for any k > r. 
Proof. Let T = toBl tl . . . Bkt,,, be a p-irreducible element of R+. Let n = max{ (til ( 
O<i<m}, r = 5n + 1 and k > r. Then, Jt;l < (k - 1)/5 for any O<i<m. We show 
that Tfk = to[Bllktl . . . [B,lktm is a pk-irreducible element by proving that Tfk does 
not contain any let? term of rules (1 H6) of pk. 
We remark that, since T is p-irreducible, by Proposition 5.11, tipI, ti_lsl $! Bi for 
anyl<i<mandBinBj=@fori#j. 
Since ltil < (k - 1)/5, no factor of tl is a left term of rule (1) of pk. So, Tf k does 
not contain any left term of rule (1). 
Suppose that Tf k contains a left term of rule (2) of pk. Then, there exist 0 Qi <m, 
a suffix u of ti, a prefix v of ti+l and a word w of B&, such that luwul >k and 
(Uwr)pk-i = (UWn)S&i. Then, uwu = xp = sx with 1x1 = k - 1 and x = uy with 
IYI ’ 4(k - 1)/5, so uwu = suy. Since T is p-irreducible, the last letter of u is not in 
Bi+l, so it is not in (w)c. Then, since IyI > (VI and uwu = suy, we obtain s = 1, and 
hence ~DVU~ = luyl = k - 1. This fact contradicts the hypothesis luwol ak. 
Suppose that Tfk contains a left term of rule (3) of pk. Then, there exist 16 i<m- 1, 
a suffix u of ti-1, a prefix u of ti+l, a word w of Br and a word w’ of Bi+,, such 
that IUWtiW’U( Zk and (uwt~w’u)sk_l = (uwtidu)pk_l. Then, UWtiW’U = xp = sx with 
1x1 = k - 1 and x = uy with (y( > 4(k - 1)/5. Since IuI, Iti/, IuI < (k - 1)/5, we 
have IwJ + Iw’I > 2(k - 1)/5. So uwtiw’u = suy. Moreover, Juyl = 1x1 = k - 1 and 
]suyl>k. So s # 1. S’ mce T is p-irreducible, the last letter of u is not in Bi, so it is 
not in (w)c. Consequently y is a suffix of tiw’u with IuJ < lyl < Jtiw’v(. In particular, 
y contains some letter of w’. Moreover, y and w are prefixes of wtiw’u, so that either 
y is a prefix of w or w is a prefix of y. If y is a prefix of w, then w contains 
some letter of w’. Hence (w)c n (w’)c # 0. This fact contradicts the hypothesis of 
p-irreducibility. So w is a prefix of y. But (w)c n (w’)c = 0 implies that w is a factor 
Of ti. 
Symmetrically, one proves that w’ is a factor of ti. But then JwI + (w’l < 2/5(k - l), 
which is a contradiction. 
Suppose that Tfk contains a left term of rule (4) of pk. Then, there exist 1 <i < 
j<m, a suffix u of ti_1, a prefix u of ti, a suffix x of tj-1, a prefix y of tj, a word w of 
BT and a word w’ of BT such that (uwuI3k, lxw’y] gk and (UWU)pk_i = (.&y)Sk-1. 
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Since (u(, (u(, Ix], (y] < (k - 1)/5, the letter of rank [l + (k - 1)/5] of (uwu)pk_i is in 
Bi n Bj. This fact contradicts the p-irreducibility of T. 
Finally, we suppose that Tfk contains a left term of rule (5) of Pk. Then, there 
exist lbi < j<m, a suffix 24 of ti_l, a prefix v of ti and words w of BT, w’ of 
Bj’ and w” of BT+, such that [ZJWV( >k, IW’tjW”I >/k and (nwU)pk_i = (dt!jW")Sk_l. 
Analogously to the previous case, we can prove that (~1, Iv], (tiJ < (k - 1)/5 contradicts 
the p-irreducibility of T. For rule (6) of Pk the proof is symmetrical. 0 
5.5. A normal form for FA(SLT) 
We use the normal form of the elements of FA(SLTk)o construct a normal form 
for the elements of FA(SLT). By Proposition 5.4, FA((SLTk) = A+/ =_k and, by 
Lemma 4.17, Rk+ / -PI = A+/rk. So, any element rc E FA((SLTk) has the form 71 = 
t&41k . . . [B,,Jktm. 
Let r : R+ -+ FA(SLT) be the morphism given by 
l at = a for any a E A, 
l Bc = fi for any g E R. 
By Proposition 5.7, we have: 
Lemma 5.13. The morphism 5 is surjective. 
Let -P be the congruence on Rf generated by {(T, U) E Rf x Rt 1 T + U}. Let 
cp : R+ + Rf/-, be the canonical morphism. 
As in the case of rewriting-system (Rk+,pk), Lemma 4.17, we can prove that: 
Lemma 5.14. Let T E Rf. Then there exists a unique p-irreducible lement Z of R+ 
such that Z E TV. 
Moreover, -,-equivalent elements have the following property. 
Lemma 5.15. Let T, U E Rf be such that T wP U. Then Tt = Ug. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that TLU then Tl = Ut. 
Let T = VWZ and let U = VW’Z, V, W,Z, W’ E Rk+ and W --+ W’. We distinguish 
three cases: 
If W = ab then W’ = B. Let k > 1. Then, by rule (2) of pk and by Proposition 4.17, 
we have wlok = a[Blk = [Blk = W’c ok. Then, by Lemma 5.5, we obtain Wt = W’& 
so T< = lJ(. 
The case W = Ba is symmetrical. 
Let W = l?Xe, B n C # 0 and X E Rx. Then W’ = L? for D = B U C U Xv. By 
Lemma 5.8, W{ = $Xe = b = W’t. So Tt = Ug. 0 
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By Lemmas 5.14 and 5.15, letting TcptJ = T’r for any T E R+, where T’ is the 
unique p-irreducible element of Trp, defines a morphism I,+ : R+/-,--+ ~A(SLT) such 
that & = 5. 
Proposition 5.16. R+/mp and ~A(SLT) are isomorphic. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that $ is a bijection. Since 4 is onto and r = cp$, II/ is 
trivially onto. 
To show the injectivity of $, it suffices to prove that if T and V are distinct p- 
irreducible elements of Rf, then T< # Vg. 
By Proposition 5.12, we can find k > 1 such that Tfk and vfk are pk-irreducible. 
We consider the following commutative diagram: 
fk 
V V 
R: - %I-a= I3,(SL’Q) 
Since T # V, then Tf k # Vf k, we have that Tf k(Pk # Vf k(Pk. Then T&Q = 
Tfk(Pk # Vfk(Pk = vtokk, and SO R # Vt!. 0 
Corollary 5.17. For any x E ~A(SLT) there exists a unique p-irreducible element T 
of R+ such that z = T(. 
Let rr E FA(SLT). We say that rc is in normal form if 7~ = x&ixi . . . Bkxm where 
t;-lsl,tipl 6 Bi for l<i<m and Bi nBj = 8 for i #j. 
Proposition 5.18. Let x = x,$~xl . . . B&,, and p = y& y1 . . . c”pxp be elements of 
FA(SLT) in normal form. Then, n = p if and only if m = p, Xi = yi, 0 <i <m, and 
Bi = Ci, 1 <i<m. 
Proof. Let T = xoBlxl . ..B$cm and U = y,#iyi . . . cp, be elements of R+. We 
have T< = z and Ut = p. Moreover, by Proposition 5.11, T and U are p-irreducible. 
Finally, by Corollary 5.17, rc = p if and only if T = U. El 
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The over languages 
We recall that a language L is over testable if and only if its syntactic semigroup 
belongs to SLT. The main result of this section is a combinatorial description of the 
over testable languages. 
Let A be an alphabet. An elementary language on A+ is a language of the form 
L = u,,B;u, , . . z+,B,+u, 
where Ui E A* for O<i<n, BiSA for l<i<n, ui_lSl,uipl $ Bi for l<i<n and 
Bi n Bj = 8 if i # j. 
We denote by A+%‘” the boolean algebra on A+ generated by all elementary lan- 
guages on A+. We prove in this section the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.1. Let L &A+. Then L is over testable if and only if L E A+W. 
The following lemma gives the form of the minimal automaton of an elementary 
language. 
Lemma 6.2. Let L = uoBTu1 . . . BLu, be an elementary language on A+ and let & 
be the following automaton: 
& , . l u& . . .iL_ 
40 Yl 42 43 @i-l 421+1 Qzn-1 Q2n 
Then .xI is the minimal automaton for L. 
Proof. Let L = uoB:u1 . . . Bzu, be an elementary language on A+. The minimal au- 
tomaton for L is d’ = (Q,A,.,F,Z) where Q = {I.-‘L 1 u E A*}, F = {u-‘L 1 u EL}, 
I = L and the transitions are given by (u-‘L).a = (ua)-‘L for any a E A. 
It follows, by definition of L, that u-‘L # 0 if and only if u has the form u = 
uow Ul . . .~ip (wj E BT, 1 < j<i), where p is a prefix of ui. If p = 1, that is, u = 
UOWlU] . . . wi, then K’L = Bfui . . . Bzu,. If p # 1, then u-‘L = SBLlui . ..Bzu. where 
Ui = PS. 
Let now wi , . . . , w, be words respectively in BT, . . . , Bz. Let qo = 1 -'L, qzi+i = 
(UOW1 . ..Ui) -‘L (OQi<n) and q2i = (uowi . ..wi)-‘L (OdiGn). We observe that if 
Ui = 1 then q2i = qzi+i, but if i # j then q2i # q2j. We also observe that d’ has states 
other than qo, 41,. . . , qz,,+l, but all the other states have only one entering and one 
leaving transition. It is now easy to verify that s&“ is the announced automaton. 0 
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Remarks 6.3. Let q : A+ -+ S be the transition morphism of the automaton &. It is 
easy to check that & verifies the following properties: 
1. If qj = q&r/) with x E A+, then i <j. 
2. The states bearing loops are exactly the q2i (1 <i<n). 
3. The loop alphabets of distinct states are pairwise disjoint. 
4. Ui_tSi,Uipi Ff Bi for any 1 <i<n. 
Lemma 6.4. Let L = uoB:ul . . . Bzu, be an elementary language on Ai. Let d be 
its minimal automaton and let q : Af -+ S be the transition morphism of &. If 
xv E E(S) for some x E A+ and the domain of xv is nonempty, then there exists a 
unique 1~ i <n such that (x)c E Bi, the domain of xv is {qzi_ 1, q2i) and its image is 
{q2i). 
Proof. Let xn E E(S) and let q be a state of d belonging to the domain of xv. 
Then q.xv] = 4.(x21). By statement 2 of Remark 6.3, there exists 1 Qi <n such that 
q.xyI = q2i and (x)c c Bi. But, by statement 4 of Remark 6.3, we have (Uzi_l)sI 4 Bi 
and SO q E {q2i_1, q2i). Conversely, q2i-i .XV = qzi.xq = q2i. Moreover, by statement 3 
of Remark 6.3, the alphabets Bj are disjoint, then there exists a unique 1 <i <n such 
that (x)c E Bi. SO the domain of xy~ is {q2i_irq2i} and its image is {qzi}. 0 
Now, we prove that 
Proposition 6.5. Let L E A+%‘“. Then S(L) f SLT. 
Proof. Since A+W is a boolean algebra and since SLT is a variety of semigroups, it 
is sufficient to prove the proposition for the elementary languages on A+. 
Let L = uoB:ul . . . Bzu, be an elementary language on A+. Let d be the automaton 
in Lemma 6.2 and let rl : A+ -+ S be the transition morphism of d. By Lemma 6.2, d 
is the minimal automaton for L and hence S is the syntactic semigroup of L. Therefore, 
we prove that S E SLT. 
By Theorem 3.3, SLT = J n LJ1, and by Proposition 3.4, the variety J fl LJ1 is 
defined by the pseudo-equations (xy)” = (yx)” and xwyxO = x”yxw yxw. It suliices to 
show that S verifies these pseudo-equations. 
Let k be such that (x~)~v and (y~)~rl are idempotents. Then, there exists 1 bi, j dn 
such that (xy)cCBi, (yx)cCBj and (xY)~~ has domain {q2i-iYq2i} and range {qzi}. 
But (xy)c = (yx)c, so i =j and (~y)~v = (y~)~r. 
Let x, y E A+ and let (xv)~ be the idempotent power of xv in S. By Lemma 6.4, 
there exists a unique 1 <i <n such that (x)c E Bi, the domain of (.~n)~ is {q2i- 1, qzi} 
and its image is {qzi}. Let now y E A +. Since the image of (xv)~ is {qzi} and its 
domain is {q2i_i,q2i}, if (y)c a Bi then the domain of (x~)~yq(xn)~ is the empty set. 
Otherwise, (y)c C Bi. In either case, we get (xr~)~yr~(xr)~ = (~n)~yn(xq)~yn(x~])~. 0
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Let W be the variety generated by all semigroups S(L), L E A+w, for any alphabet 
A. By Proposition 6.5, W C SLT. Now we prove that W = SLT. This fact implies, 
by Eilenberg’s theorem, that a language is over testable if and only if it is a boolean 
combination of elementary languages. 
By Theorem 5.2, to show that W = SLT, it is sufficient to prove the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 6.6. Let n,p E pA(SLT) be such that 71s = ps for any S E W. Then 
nT = PT for any T E SLT . 
w 
Proof. Let z = ucBtul . . . &,u, and p = v~clvl . . . ~,,,v, be in normal form. 
Let L = u&u, . . .B,+u,. Since rr is in normal form, L is an elementary language. 
By Proposition 6.5, S E W. Let d be the minimal automaton for L and let q : A+ + S 
be its transition morphism. d is the automaton in Lemma 6.2. 
Let k be such that sk E E(S) for any s E S. For any 1 <i <n, we choose wi E 
A+ such that (w~)c = Bi. Then, by Lemma 5.6, (w~)s = (wi); = (Bt)s. SO 7~s = 
<%lw:4 . . . w,ku,)s. We choose likewise, for any 1 d j<m, a word Zj E A+ such that 
(Zj)C = Cj. Then ps = (U&V, . . .&V,)s. 
By hypothesis, rrs = ps. It follows by definition of 71,s and ps that (ucw:ut . . . w,kun)q 
- <w:v, . . .ziv,,,)q. By Lemma 6.3, the domain of the transition generated by 
(Z.QW:U, . . .wiu,)q is {qo} and its image is {qz,,+l}. But vsz:vt . ..zkv.,, is the label 
of a path from {qo} to {qz,,+l}. By Lemma 6.3, there exists 1 bi<n such that (zt )c = 
Cl cBi, qs(von) = q2i-1 and qo(vozf)~ = q2i. SO uo is a prefix of ~0. Symmetrically, 
we can prove that us is a prefix of us, so us = vs. This fact implies that i = 1 
and Cl CSl. Symmetrically, we have also Bt G Ct. Hence Bt = Ct. Repeating the 
same argument we obtain n = m, ui = vi (0 <i <n) and Bi = Ci (0 <i <n). That is 
7c=p. 0 
Theorem 6.1 is a corollary of this proposition. 
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